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Abstract 

Background: Although RNA-seq data are traditionally used for quantifying gene 
expression levels, the same data could be useful in an integrated approach to compute 
genetic distances as well. Challenges to using mRNA sequences for computing genetic 
distances include the relatively high conservation of coding sequences and the pres-
ence of paralogous and, in some species, homeologous genes.

Results: We developed a new computational method, RNA-clique, for calculat-
ing genetic distances using assembled RNA-seq data and assessed the efficacy 
of the method using biological and simulated data. The method employs recipro-
cal BLASTn followed by graph-based filtering to ensure that only orthologous genes 
are compared. Each vertex in the graph constructed for filtering represents a gene 
in a specific sample under comparison, and an edge connects a pair of vertices 
if the genes they represent are best matches for each other in their respective samples. 
The distance computation is a function of the BLAST alignment statistics and the con-
structed graph and incorporates only those genes that are present in some complete 
connected component of this graph. As a biological testbed we used RNA-seq data 
of tall fescue (Lolium arundinaceum), an allohexaploid plant ( 2n = 14 Gb ), and blue-
head wrasse (Thalassoma bifasciatum), a teleost fish. RNA-clique reliably distinguished 
individual tall fescue plants by genotype and distinguished bluehead wrasse RNA-
seq samples by individual. In tests with simulated RNA-seq data, the ground truth 
phylogeny was accurately recovered from the computed distances. Moreover, tests 
of the algorithm parameters indicated that, even with stringent filtering for orthologs, 
sufficient sequence data were retained for the distance computations. Although com-
parisons with an alternative method revealed that RNA-clique has relatively high time 
and memory requirements, the comparisons also showed that RNA-clique’s results 
were at least as reliable as the alternative’s for tall fescue data and were much more reli-
able for the bluehead wrasse data.

Conclusion: Results of this work indicate that RNA-clique works well as a way of deriv-
ing genetic distances from RNA-seq data, thus providing a methodological integration 
of functional and genetic diversity studies.
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Background
In this paper, we describe and evaluate RNA-clique, a new approach for computing 
genetic distance matrices using only RNA-seq data. The method employs rigorous fil-
tering for alignments of orthologous transcripts and uses as its input sets of RNA-seq 
samples from individuals being compared. The computed distance is a function of align-
ment statistics and a graph representing inferred orthologies between genes in the set of 
samples.

This work is key to an NSF-funded project in the Dimensions of Biodiversity program 
by providing a novel approach to integrate studies of functional diversity (in this case, 
RNA-seq) and genetic diversity. The technique is to be applied to plant population sur-
veys to assess the interaction of plant genetic diversity to response to environmental var-
iables and diverse symbiotic microbes. Typically, genetic distances are computed using 
whole, or, more often, partial genomic DNA sequences. Genomic DNA sequences are 
well-suited for such calculations—they allow us to detect precisely the differences in the 
genome sequences of two or more individuals. Unfortunately, obtaining genomic DNA 
sequences can also be costly, especially for organisms with large genomes such as verte-
brates or vascular plants.

RNA-seq data are typically used for identifying and measuring expression levels of 
genes, and RNA-seq studies compare gene expression among multiple individuals or 
the same individual under different conditions. Since transcripts mostly reflect genomic 
DNA (aside from splicing and, rarely, RNA-editing), there is potential for using RNA-
seq for computing genetic distances as well. A way of computing genetic distances using 
RNA-seq data would be convenient and economical for projects that need RNA-seq data 
for other purposes but do not need genomic DNA sequences for any other applications.

The method we propose takes a cautious approach by stringently filtering the 
sequences used for estimating distances. Thus, the way we use RNA-seq data is anal-
ogous to a reduced-representation genome sequencing [1]. Because we filter so much 
data and because most transcribed sequence is coding sequence, which is more highly 
conserved than other regions of the genome, a potential problem is retaining sufficient 
variation to discriminate between individuals. Hence, we test RNA-clique with multiple 
RNA-seq samples from each of four plants derived from one ecotype. The results indi-
cated the feasibility of the approach described (Fig. 1).

Existing tools for computing genetic distances using RNA-seq data alone are scarce. 
One possible option is the approach implemented in the Cnidaria software of Aflitos 
et  al. [3]. Cnidaria can operate on either raw RNA-seq reads or assembled transcrip-
tomes. The software uses a “k-mer counting” approach. The simplest variation of the 
approach implemented in Cnidaria computes the distance between two samples as 
the Jaccard distance between the intersections of the sets of k-mers that appear in the 
sequences of the two samples with those that appear in at least two samples. (The Jac-
card distance is taken to be 1 minus the Jaccard similarity. The Jaccard similarity is the 
number of elements in the sets’ intersection divided by the number of elements in the 
sets’ union. Since the similarity is a ratio of counts of elements, k-mers, in this case, both 
the similarity and distance are dimensionless.)

Cnidaria computes distances without alignment—the input sequences are neither 
aligned to a reference genome nor to each other. The k-mer counting approach instead 
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works on the principle that similar sequences share more k-mers. This means that 
orthologous sequences are not directly identified and compared, and we are concerned 
that results might be influenced by paralogous genes or, in the case of polyploid organ-
isms, sets of homeologs. In this paper, we propose an approach in which orthologous 
sequences from RNA-seq data are identified and compared directly. We also compare 
RNA-clique with Cnidaria in terms of accuracy of results and resource usage (“Distance 
tests and Resource usage tests” sections).

RNA-clique utilizes a graph to represent orthology relationships among genes in the 
samples considered. The graph produced as part of our method bears some resemblance 
to those built for finding the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs) of Tatusov et al. 
[4]. The graph of RNA-clique differs from that of COG in that the edges represent a 
bidirectional best match between genes (or a non-empty intersection between the top 
N best matches in both directions if the parameter N > 1 ), whereas the edges in the 
COG graph may represent a unidirectional best match between proteins. Additionally, 
the eponymous subgraphs identified by the COG method consist of proteins inferred 
to be related as either orthologs or paralogs. In contrast, the “ideal” components of our 
method (described in “Computing distances for multiple samples” section) contain 
genes inferred to be related only as orthologs. COG does also identify some subgraphs 
presumed to be related as orthologs only—triangles (cliques with exactly three vertices) 
are “minimal COGs” in which each pair of proteins is orthologous. The ideal compo-
nents of our method may be viewed as an of extension of this idea, since every ideal 
component is a clique. Furthermore, every ideal component is a COG (ignoring the dis-
tinction between genes and proteins), but not vice versa.

Although graphical representations of homology relationships are not new, their 
application to genetic distance computation with RNA-seq data is a contribution of 
the method described here. RNA-clique is designed to offer robustness in the presence 
of similar non-orthologous sequences. Unlike Cnidaria, RNA-clique explicitly iden-
tifies and compares orthologous transcripts using graph-based filtering. The graphs 

Fig. 1 PCoA plot for the distance matrix computed for a set of 16 RNA-seq samples. Each sample represents 
a clone of one of four genotypes of the grass tall fescue (Lolium arundinaceum). Genotypes are designated 
CTE27, CTE46, FATG4, and NTE. Presence ( + ) or absence (−) of endophyte (the symbiotic fungus Epichloë 
coenophiala) was relevant to the original gene expression studies [2]
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constructed by RNA-clique are also distinct from those of COG, which does not dif-
ferentiate between orthologous and paralogous sequences. Identifying only orthologs 
allows RNA-clique to avoid overestimation of distances that could result from compar-
ing paralogs or homeologs.

Methods
The purpose of the algorithm developed is to compute values that quantify the similar-
ity or distance among two or more individuals using sequences of RNA transcripts from 
those individuals captured with RNA-seq. The output of the algorithm is a matrix of val-
ues between 0 and 1 for each pair of individuals under consideration; we refer to these 
values as “genetic distances.” The genetic distance for a pair of individuals is interpreted 
as the degree of dissimilarity between the individuals’ genomes. The output distance 
matrix is then useful for downstream analyses such as genotyping and phylogenetics—
the distances may be used to distinguish individuals by genotype or infer evolutionary 
relationships. Requirements of the method were that it be applicable to RNA-seq data 
from organisms with large and complex genomes and that pairwise comparisons for 
genetic distance calculations be between orthologs only, and not involve comparisons of 
paralogs or homeologs (which occur in allopolyploid species).

We first describe in general terms how RNA-clique uses RNA-seq data to compute 
pairwise genetic distances in “Distance computation algorithm” section. Descriptions of 
the data with which we tested our method and the tests performed are presented in the 
following “Data and Tests performed” sections, respectively.

Distance computation algorithm

Assembling transcriptomes and selecting top genes

Each “sample” is an RNA-seq dataset from an individual, and different samples may 
be from the same individual (biological replicates) or different individuals. As in gene 
expression studies, it is important to include biological replicates for each individual. 
The dataset from each sample is first assembled into a “transcriptome,” which consists 
of many assembled transcripts or isotigs and is partitioned into “isotig sets” (i.e., genes). 
Each isotig in an isotig set is assumed to represent a splice variant or an allelic variant 
from the same gene, and every isotig in a transcriptome is assumed to have an associ-
ated “k-mer coverage”, which quantifies the amount of sequence from the input sequence 
reads that contributes to the assembled isotig. The k-mer coverage of a gene is defined 
as the maximum k-mer coverage among the isotigs of that gene, and, after assembly, the 
top n genes are identified based on k-mer coverage.

Computing distance for a pair of samples

Distance computation for a pair of samples is described below. The next subsection 
(“Computing distances for multiple samples” section) describes modifications to this 
basic approach for computing pairwise distances among more than two samples.

The top n genes (see “Assembling transcriptomes and selecting top genes” section) 
from both samples are used as the query and subject sequences in two BLASTn searches 
[5, 6]. In the first search, the top n genes from the first sample are BLASTed against the 
top n genes from the second sample, and in the second search, the top n genes from the 
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second sample are BLASTed against the top n genes from the first sample. The result 
of either BLAST search is a table (dataframe) representing high-scoring segment pairs 
(HSPs). Partial example results for forward and reverse HSPs are shown in Tables 1 and 
2. Note that although what we refer to as HSPs are commonly known as “hits,” in the ter-
minology used by NCBI BLAST+, a hit may consist of one or more HSPs. Each HSP (i.e., 
each row in the table) specifies a query gene ID, query isotig ID, subject gene ID, subject 
isotig ID, bitscore, number of identical nucleotides, length, and gaps for the alignment. 
The bitscore measures the quality of an alignment in a way that does not depend on the 
size of the database (in this case, the subject transcriptome) and thus can be used to 
compare HSPs from different BLAST searches.

For both tables of HSPs, we select the top N HSPs for each query gene ID, where N is a 
positive integer and a configurable parameter of the algorithm. For this paper, we always 
use N = 1 , though future work may explore other settings for this parameter. Results of 
selecting the top HSP of each query gene ID in the example are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Note that each row in both tables contains one gene ID from the first sample and 
one gene ID from the second sample. We rename the columns in both tables to 
reflect this. In the table for the first search, the query gene ID and subject gene ID 

Table 1 Example partial results for “forward” matches

Data in the example tables are based on real data for tall fescue, but some rows have been modified for the sake of 
illustration

qgene qiso sgene siso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

3 0 18 0 28300 15400 15400 0

25 0 1996 5 804 437 438 0

25 0 1996 4 804 437 438 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45

Table 2 Example partial results for “reverse” matches

qgene qiso sgene siso bitscore nident length gaps

6 0 0 0 20185 11073 11141 13

1 0 3 0 28334 15414 15449 1

8 1 12 0 1851 1791 2178 29

8 1 12 1 1851 1791 2178 29

8 1 19 0 1850 1790 2170 29

48727 0 58254 0 616 492 560 45

Table 3 Forward matches after selecting top N HSPs for each query gene

qgene qiso sgene siso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

25 0 1996 5 804 437 438 0

25 0 1996 4 804 437 438 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45
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become the sample 1 gene ID and sample 2 gene ID, respectively. In the table for the 
second search, the query gene ID and subject gene ID become the sample 2 gene ID 
and sample 1 gene ID, respectively. The example tables become Tables 5 and 6 after 
renaming.

Then, we filter both lists of HSPs to include only HSPs for which there is an HSP in 
both lists with the same sample 1 gene ID and sample 2 gene ID. The rows of the two 
tables are then merged into a single table. Note that the resulting table has at least two 
rows with the same sample 1 and sample 2 gene ID (Table 7).

We then select the row with highest bitscore for each pair of sample 1 and sample 2 
IDs present in the concatenated table. The result is a table that maps each pair of sample 
1 and sample 2 IDs to a single best bitscore for that pair of genes (Table 8). Note that we 
may keep multiple rows in the case of ties, but in such cases there will still be a unique 
best bitscore for each gene pair.

Finally, we select the row with highest bitscore for each sample 1 gene (Table 9). In the 
resulting dataframe, we interpret each row as the most likely ortholog in sample 2 of the 
gene in sample 1. Again, we may keep multiple rows in the case of ties. We refer to the 
resulting table as the gene matches table for the two samples.

The similarity between the two samples is then the sum of the number of identical 
nucleotides for all rows in the table divided by the sum of the difference between the 
alignment lengths and gaps for all rows in the table. Equivalently, in symbols, let ιi , �i , 

Table 4 Reverse matches after selecting top N HSPs for each query gene

qgene qiso sgene siso bitscore nident length gaps

6 0 0 0 20185 11073 11141 13

1 0 3 0 28334 15414 15449 1

8 1 12 0 1851 1791 2178 29

8 1 12 1 1851 1791 2178 29

48727 0 58254 0 616 492 560 45

Table 5 Forward matches after renaming columns

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

25 0 1996 5 804 437 438 0

25 0 1996 4 804 437 438 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45

Table 6 Reverse matches after renaming columns

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

12 0 8 1 1851 1791 2178 29

12 1 8 1 1851 1791 2178 29

58254 0 48727 0 616 492 560 45
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and γi represent the number of identical nucleotides, alignment length, and total gap 
length, respectively, for the  ith row in the table. Then, the similarity S between the two 
samples is

Table 7 Rows where matches exist in both directions with the same s1gene and s2gene

Some additional rows are shown to illustrate later steps

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

5 1 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 2 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 3 485 0 7000 3899 3915 0

6 0 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

6 1 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

58254 0 48727 0 616 492 560 45

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45

Table 8 Table 7 with only the rows with top bitscore per gene pair selected

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

5 1 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 2 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 3 485 0 7000 3899 3915 0

6 0 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

6 1 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45

Table 9 The gene match table for two samples, which is Table 8 with only the rows with top 
bitscore per sample 1 gene selected

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

5 1 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 2 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

6 0 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

6 1 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45
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The distance (or dissimilarity) D between the two samples is then defined as D = 1− S . 
Since ιi , �i , and γi are counts of base pairs, the resulting similarity is a dimensionless ratio 
of base pairs.

Computing distances for multiple samples

Of course, one straightforward way to find pairwise distances for more than two sam-
ples would be to apply the above procedure for finding the distance between two sam-
ples for each possible pair of samples. Although such an approach would be simple, we 
anticipate that this approach would give “unfair” comparisons because the homologous 
genes used for the comparison differ among pairs of samples. To address potential fair-
ness problems, we employ a graph-based algorithm to find a subset of orthologous genes 
shared by all samples.

We construct a graph, that is, a collection of vertices connected by edges, in which 
each vertex represents a gene in a particular sample; we can uniquely identify any vertex 
by its sample ID and gene ID. We draw an edge between two vertices if and only if the 
gene pair represented by the two vertices appears in the gene match table for the sam-
ples represented by the vertices. Intuitively, we can interpret an edge as indicating that 
the genes represented by its incident vertices are likely orthologs. We will refer to the 
resulting graph as the gene matches graph for the set of samples being considered. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of a single connected component (a maximal set of vertices in 
which each pair of vertices is connected via a path of edges) from a gene matches graph.

We can classify the components of the gene matches graph according to number of 
vertices. We define a small component as one with fewer vertices than there are sam-
ples, and, likewise, we define a large component as one with at least as many vertices 
as there are samples. Examples of small and large components for the case in which we 
have five samples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

Additionally, we classify some components as ideal components. We define an 
ideal component as a component that is a complete subgraph (that is, a clique, a 

S =

k

i=1
ιi

k

i=1
�i − γi

Fig. 2 Example component of a gene matches graph. Vertex labels show sample ID and gene ID, and vertex 
colors indicate sample ID
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subgraph with an edge between every pair of vertices) with exactly one gene from 
each sample. Note that this definition implies that an ideal component must also be 
a large component because an ideal component has exactly as many vertices as there 
are samples. An example ideal component (for the case of five samples) is shown in 
Fig. 5.

Since no two genes from the same sample may be connected by an edge, any com-
plete component with exactly as many vertices as there are samples must have exactly 
one gene from each sample. Hence, we can equivalently consider an ideal component 
to be any component that is a complete subgraph and has as many vertices as there are 
samples.

Fig. 3 Examples of small components in the case of five samples

Fig. 4 Examples of large components in the case of five samples

Fig. 5 An example ideal component for five samples
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The intent is that the vertices of an ideal component should represent genes for which 
exactly one ortholog is identified in every sample. Thus, in computing distances for mul-
tiple samples, we use only those rows of gene match tables whose sample 1 and sample 2 
genes appear in some ideal component of the gene matches graph. The result of filtering 
the example data from Table 9 in this way is shown in Table 10.

Data

Four sets of data were used for testing—one set of simulated transcriptomes and three 
sets of real data from past RNA-seq studies. Two of the datasets are from studies of the 
grass tall fescue (Lolium arundinaceum), and one is from a study of bluehead wrasse 
(Thalassoma bifasciatum), a teleost fish [7].

Tall fescue transcriptomes

Tall fescue, like many grasses (e.g., bread wheat) is “polyploid” due to an ancestry of 
hybridization between related species with intervening doubling of chromosome num-
bers. Having three diploid ancestors, tall fescue is hexaploid with a genome size esti-
mated at 6x = 2C = 14.4 Gb , over twice as large as the human genome [8]. The grass 
has a total of 42 chromosomes consisting of three homeologous sets, each with seven 
pairs of homologous chromosomes. For this reason, many genes—perhaps most—are 
represented by two or three homeologous sets, each having one or two (or at the popula-
tion level, potentially more than two) homologous alleles [9]. Such polyploids are very 
common in certain plant families, and also in parthenogenic (or otherwise unisexual) 
animals and represent a special challenge to distinguish homologous versus homeolo-
gous gene relationships from mRNA or even genomic DNA sequence data. The tall fes-
cue plant sources of the RNA-seq samples all derive from a single cultivar (‘Kentucky 
31’), which in turn derives from a single ecotype—that is, all samples are descended from 
plants collected at the same location [2, 10]. The species is an obligate outcrosser, so 
each original plant represents a unique genotype. In the prior studies, the plants were 
divided and propagated as multiple clones, and the 16-sample dataset derives from mul-
tiple clones of each of four genotypes (plants). In some cases, clones were treated to 
eliminate the symbiotic fungus (endophyte) Epichloë coenophiala, and endophyte status 
( + or −) is tracked in our analysis.

Table 10 Table 9 restricted to gene pairs appearing in ideal components

s1gene s1iso s2gene s2iso bitscore nident length gaps

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

0 0 6 0 20185 11073 11141 13

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

3 0 1 0 28334 15414 15449 1

5 1 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

5 2 627 0 7142 3899 3915 0

6 0 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

6 1 3 3 23525 12813 12850 0

58254 0 48727 0 627 494 560 45
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The RNA-seq reads were publicly available on NCBI’s Sequence Read Archive 
(SRA) and were assembled using the rnaSPAdes mode of version 3.15.5 of the SPAdes 
assembler [11]. We expected distances between samples from the same set of clones 
to be much smaller (ideally, zero) than distances between samples in different sets. 
The information for the samples used is summarized in Table 11.

rnaSPAdes may identify some transcripts as isoforms (or “isotigs”) of the same gene. 
Table  11 shows that the number of transcripts was much larger than the number of 
genes for each sample, but analyzing the frequency with which genes had one or more 
transcripts revealed that overwhelmingly most genes had very few isoforms (see Fig. 6).

RNA-seq data of four other samples available on the SRA (Table 12) were also used 
only in a test of the effect of the parameter n on the number of large components and 

Table 11 Metadata for 16 tall fescue samples used in testing

SRA accession Genotype Endophyte Sequence reads Genes Transcripts

SRR2321388 CTE46 Infected 29193663 176482 205560

SRR2321387 CTE46 Infected 33344784 226633 262579

SRR2321386 CTE46 Infected 27762703 201459 236731

SRR2321385 CTE46 Minus 33335095 182658 219257

SRR2321384 CTE46 Minus 34098202 182206 218546

SRR2321383 CTE46 Minus 32274845 200285 242146

SRR8003761 CTE27 Infected 27287770 185253 218041

SRR8003753 CTE27 Infected 22208431 171965 198543

SRR8003754 CTE27 Infected 30235045 211796 248992

SRR8003762 CTE27 Minus 27057013 184385 217743

SRR8003755 CTE27 Minus 24162931 185532 216966

SRR8003756 CTE27 Minus 33508401 205484 247884

SRR7990321 FATG4 Infected 27592079 156343 182922

SRR7990322 FATG4 Infected 23795326 143898 168813

SRR8003736 NTE Infected 20259358 144306 160606

SRR8003737 NTE Infected 21715734 139838 156312

Fig. 6 A histogram showing the frequency of isoform counts for genes in the 16 tall fescue samples. Note 
that the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale
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ideal components in the gene matches graph (“Parameter tests” section). These reads 
were likewise assembled into transcriptomes with rnaSPAdes 3.15.5.

Bluehead wrasse transcriptomes

RNA-seq data for the bluehead wrasse originated from a study of gene expression in two 
tissue types involved in functional sex change [7]. In bluehead wrasse, individuals can 
undergo sex change in response to social cues. Specifically, loss of the terminal phase 
(TP) male from a bluehead social group can cause females and smaller initial phase 
males to become TP males. The original study of Liu et al. utilized the sequences of RNA 
extracted from the gonads and brain (midbrain/forebrain) of 12 individuals captured 
from patch reefs near Key Largo, Florida. The latter tissue type was used because of its 
role in social decision making.

Like the tall fescue RNA-seq reads, the bluehead wrasse reads were available from 
the SRA. Each tissue sample from each individual has been assigned an accession in the 
NCBI BioSample database and a sample ID incorporating the a numeric identifier for 
the individual and a letter, “G” or “F”, denoting tissue type “gonad” or “midbrain/fore-
brain”, respectively (Table 13). Each sample was associated with two SRA experiments, 
and, in turn, each experiment was associated with a single SRA run [7]. Each SRA run 
was associated with paired-end RNA-seq reads. Using the rnaSPAdes mode of SPAdes 
3.15.5, we assembled all RNA-seq reads associated with each sample into a single tran-
scriptome for that sample. Reads from different SRA experiments were provided as 
separate libraries to SPAdes. One SRA experiment, SRX1176335, belonging to BioSa-
mple SAMN04009766, was associated with some additional reads that were treated as 
unpaired reads from the same library as the others belonging to the experiment.

Simulated transcriptomes

We used the birth-death model implemented in the DendroPy Python library to gener-
ate a random phylogenetic tree with 16 extant taxa [12]. For the birth-death model, we 
used a birth rate of 1 and a death rate of 0.5; the simulation was allowed to continue 
until there were exactly 16 extant taxa. The taxa were labeled using the default scheme in 
DendroPy—i.e., a taxon’s label is simply “T” followed by the index of the taxon. The tree 
resulting from this simulation is shown in Fig. 7.

Using the same library, we generated random root state sequences for 50000 simulated 
transcripts. Transcript lengths were drawn randomly from the frequency distribution of 
transcript lengths for the 16 tall fescue transcriptomes—that is, the probability of choos-
ing a transcript length was proportional to the number of transcripts with that length 
among the 16 tall fescue transcriptomes. For each position in a transcript, the base at 

Table 12 Metadata for four tall fescue samples used for parameter n test only

SRA accession Sequence reads Genes Transcripts

SRR6847395 64912332 219498 272178

SRR6847398 57343101 200289 247507

SRR6847396 79731246 306329 384056

SRR6847401 66194575 207645 260143
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that position was selected uniformly at random from the set of four DNA bases. (This is 
the default behavior in DendroPy’s nucleotide character evolution model.) The count of 
transcripts, 50000, was selected based on the results of the tests determining the effects 
of the parameter n on the number of ideal components, described in “Parameter tests” 
section.

Table 13 Metadata for 24 bluehead wrasse samples used for distance tests only

Sample ID BioSample accession Tissue type Individual ID

TBK12_1_F SAMN04009769 Forebrain/midbrain 1

TBK12_1_G SAMN04009770 Gonad 1

TBK12_6_F SAMN04009771 Forebrain/midbrain 6

TBK12_6_G SAMN04009772 Gonad 6

TBK12_8_F SAMN04009773 Forebrain/midbrain 8

TBK12_8_G SAMN04009774 Gonad 8

TBK12_15_F SAMN04009781 Forebrain/midbrain 15

TBK12_15_G SAMN04009782 Gonad 15

TBK12_18_F SAMN04009783 Forebrain/midbrain 18

TBK12_18_G SAMN04009784 Gonad 18

TBK12_50_F SAMN04009785 Forebrain/midbrain 50

TBK12_50_G SAMN04009786 Gonad 50

TBK12_52_F SAMN04009763 Forebrain/midbrain 52

TBK12_52_G SAMN04009764 Gonad 52

TBK12_114_F SAMN04009765 Forebrain/midbrain 114

TBK12_114_G SAMN04009766 Gonad 114

TBK12_117_F SAMN04009775 Forebrain/midbrain 117

TBK12_117_G SAMN04009776 Gonad 117

TBK12_118_F SAMN04009767 Forebrain/midbrain 118

TBK12_118_G SAMN04009768 Gonad 118

TBK12_120_F SAMN04009777 Forebrain/midbrain 120

TBK12_120_G SAMN04009778 Gonad 120

TBK12_121_G SAMN04009780 Gonad 121

TBK12_121_F SAMN04009779 Forebrain/midbrain 121

Fig. 7 A tree showing the “ground-truth” phylogeny for the 16 simulated transcriptomes
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We used the HKY85 model with an evolution rate of 0.01 to simulate evolution of 
these base transcripts over the previously generated phylogenetic tree. The value 0.01 
was selected after it was determined that the initially selected value 0.1 was too high for 
BLAST to be able to identify orthologs. We obtained 50000 sets of orthologous tran-
scripts, each containing one transcript per extant taxon.

Tests performed

For all tests described in the following sections, the parameter N (the number of top 
HSPs to select for each query gene ID after the initial BLASTn searches in both direc-
tions) and the BLASTn e-value cutoff were fixed. The settings for these parameters 
were selected at the outset of testing. N was set to 1 to avoid matching non-orthologous 
genes, and the e-value cutoff was fixed at 10−99 to ensure only homologous sequences 
were reported by BLASTn.

Parameter tests

A number of tests were performed to determine the effects of certain parameters on the 
gene matches graph. Specifically, we tested the effects of the parameter n (the number of 
genes selected) and the number of samples s on the number of large components and the 
number of ideal components. To accomplish this, we ran RNA-clique for various values 
of these parameters. For n, this was accomplished by directly setting this value of this 
parameter at the beginning of each run of RNA-clique. For s, we ran RNA-clique with 
various sized subsets of samples. In all tests, after each run of RNA-clique, the number 
of ideal components and large components in the gene matches graph was recorded.

For both the four-sample set and the 16-sample set, we tested the effect of varying 
parameter n, whereby we select the top n genes based on k-mer coverage (“Assembling 
transcriptomes and selecting top genes” section). We reasoned that genes with lower k-
mer coverage are less likely to form ideal components, so that the number of ideal com-
ponents should plateau at higher values of n. Greatly exceeding the number of genes 
required to reach that plateau would contribute to computation time with little or no 
gain of usable data for the subsequent distance comparisons. For the set of four tall 
fescue samples (Table  12), we ran RNA-clique with settings of the parameter n vary-
ing from 1000 to 306329 (the maximum number of genes among the four samples) in 
steps of 1000. For the set of 16 tall fescue samples (denoted F16 in this section; Table 11), 
we ran RNA-clique with a different sequence of parameter settings for n; this sequence 
of settings are the x-axis coordinates of the points in Fig. 9. We used this sequence for 
the set of 16 tall fescue samples because the sequence increases exponentially, has eas-
ily readable values, and has many fewer elements than the sequence used for the set of 
four tall fescue samples. The second of these properties was important to capture the 
relationship between n and the number of components of each type for small values of n, 
and the last property was important for saving time since running RNA-clique requires 
more time for larger sets of samples. For both sets of samples, and for each setting of 
n, the number of ideal components and large components in the gene matches graph 
resulting from running RNA-clique with that setting was recorded, and these pairs of 
values were plotted to illustrate the relationships between the variables.
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For the set of 16 tall fescue samples, we also tested the effect of the number of sam-
ples (i.e., the parameter s) on the counts of each type of component in the resulting 
gene matches graph by running RNA-clique with subsets of various size. Of course, for 
0 < s < 16 , we have more than one subset S ⊂ F16 such that |S| = s (that is, the number 
of elements in S is s), and, moreover, for 0 < s < 15 , there exist S ⊂ F16 and T ⊂ F16 
such that |S| = |T | − 1 = s and S  ⊂ T  . Hence, testing the effect of s on the component 
counts by independently selecting a random subset of size s from F16 for each value of s 
tested could be a flawed approach.

Instead of independently selecting random subsets of size s for each value of s, we 
first selected a permutation of the elements of F16 . We then used size s prefixes of the 
permutation—that is, the first s elements of the permutation—as our subsets of size s. 
Using such prefixes ensured that each subset tested was a superset of the last—that is, 
the subset used for s + 1 was always a superset of the subset used for s. We used this 
prefix approach for our first set of sample count tests. Specifically, we applied the prefix 
approach for a permutation in which samples were sorted by genotype and a permuta-
tion in which samples were interleaved by genotype. For each of these tests, we used 
n = 50000 ; the selection of this value for n was informed by the results of our tests with 
F16 observing the effect of n on component counts. For each prefix of both permuta-
tions, we ran RNA-clique, and, again, the number of large and ideal component counts 
were recorded. The purpose of the genotype-interleaved and genotype-ordered tests was 
to allow us to see whether the ideal component count drops more dramatically when a 
sample with a new genotype is added.

Prefix tests cannot address the problem that there are many possible subsets of s from 
F16 , and, hence, they cannot fully capture the relationship between number of samples 
and component counts. To address this shortcoming, subsets of F16 were sampled using 
a “fair” strategy that tries subsets selected uniformly at random from subsets of a specific 
size and tries to spend the same amount of time on each size (i.e., each value of s). Since 
computing the gene matches graph generally takes more time for larger values of s, the 
fair strategy can initially try more subsets for smaller values of s. Since the number of 
combinations 

(

16

s

)

 is increasing up to s = 8 , this trend would not continue indefinitely; 
we would eventually exhaust all subsets for smaller values of s. For each subset S tried, 
we also varied values of n, but only the data for the case where n = 50000 are reported 
and discussed here. For each subset of size s and each value of n, we ran RNA-clique 
and recorded the number of large and ideal components. For each subset of size s, we 
plotted the number of large components and ideal components to observe the relation-
ship between s and the number of each kind of component. Using this fair sample count 
approach, we tested a total of 606 subsets of varying sizes. 

Distance tests

For the set of 16 tall fescue samples, the set of 24 bluehead wrasse samples, and the set 
of 16 simulated transcriptomes, pairwise distance matrices were estimated. In all tests, 
we set the parameter n = 50000 . We visualized the distance matrices as heatmaps and 
principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plots, and phylogenetic analysis employed the 
neighbor-joining algorithm implemented in Biopython’s Phylo module [13].
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Distance tests with Cnidaria
The distance tests for the set of 16 tall fescue samples and the set of 24 bluehead 

wrasse samples were repeated using the existing method Cnidaria instead of RNA-
clique. Although Cnidaria can use either raw RNA-seq data or assembled transcrip-
tomes, the distance tests were only performed using the assembled transcriptome mode. 
The distance test for the set of bluehead wrasse samples was also repeated using a hybrid 
approach in which the graph-based filtering of RNA-clique was first used to select those 
genes with orthologs in all samples, and the resulting orthologs were provided as input 
to Cnidaria.

Resource usage tests

We measured the time and memory usage of both RNA-clique and Cnidaria for varying 
values of n, s, and j, the number of parallel jobs, using the set of 16 tall fescue samples. 
Because Cnidaria may be executed on either raw RNA-seq reads or assembled transcrip-
tomes, we tested both configurations. We also calculated the resource usage for assem-
bling the 16 tall fescue sample transcriptomes; a fair comparison between Cnidaria in 
RNA-seq read mode with either method in transcriptome mode should account for time 
needed to assemble reads into transcriptomes. Since resource usage depends on the 
quantity of input data, the top n genes were selected at the beginning of both the RNA-
clique and transcriptome-based Cnidaria tests. Although selection of the top n genes 
is not part of the original Cnidaria method, it was necessary to perform this step for 
Cnidaria to ensure a fair comparison. Since selection of the top n transcripts was neces-
sary for both RNA-clique and one of the Cnidaria modes, we measured the selection 
step separately.

Time usage of a program was measured as the total wall-clock time elapsed during 
execution of the program. Memory usage was measured as the maximum sum resident 
set size (RSS) of the program’s process tree during execution. The RSS measures only 
virtual memory of the process that occupies space in RAM. The sum RSS for the process 
tree was polled every 0.1 s using the procpath utility.

Tests of resource usage for varying values of n used the full set of 16 tall fescue samples 
and set n to the same set of values used for the parameter n tests of the 16 tall fescue 
samples described in “Parameter tests” section. Since the top n genes cannot be com-
puted for the unassembled RNA-seq reads, we did not run Cnidaria in RNA-seq mode 
for the parameter n resource usage tests. Tests of resource usage for varying values of s 
set n = 50000 and used prefixes of size 4 to 16 of a random permutation of the set of 16 
tall fescue samples—this strategy was borrowed from the prefix tests in the parameter 
tests described in “Parameter tests” section.

Both RNA-clique and Cnidaria can benefit from parallelism by performing com-
putation in multiple threads or processes. RNA-clique can select top genes, build 
BLAST databases and execute BLASTn searches in parallel. Cnidaria can build its Jel-
lyfish k-mer databases using multiple threads and can also split its data into multiple 
“pieces” which may be analyzed in parallel [14]. For the tests of resource usage as n 
and s varied, no parallelism was utilized. We separately tested the effect of the num-
ber of parallel jobs j (i.e., threads or processes) on resource usage for both methods. 
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In these parallelism tests, the full set of 16 tall fescue samples was used with the fixed 
parameter setting n = 50000 . The number of parallel jobs was varied from 1 to 16.

Resource usage tests for assembly were performed with SPAdes (version 3.15.5). 
SPAdes was allowed to allocate up to 120 GB of memory (though no assembly 
required that amount of memory). Although assembly can benefit from paralellism 
by running multiple assemblies in parallel or increasing the number of threads to use 
with SPAdes, neither option was utilized—only a single assembly was run at a time 
with one thread.

All tests assessing resource usage were performed on a computer with an AMD 
Ryzen 9 3950X CPU @ 2.2 GHz. The CPU had 16 physical cores, and frequency 
boosting up to 4.761 GHz was enabled. The computer had 117 GiB of RAM, and all 
data were read from and written to a PCIe 4.0 NVMe drive.

Results
Parameter tests

Plots displaying gene matches graph component counts for varying values of n in the 
set of four tall fescue samples and the set of 16 tall fescue samples are shown in Figs. 8 
and 9, respectively. Counts for both component types almost always increased with n. 
The rate of increase in ideal components increased for small values of n but decreased 
for large values of n until the counts of ideal components leveled off.

For our genotype-ordered permutation, we found that adding a sample of a gen-
otype not already present resulted in slightly greater decrease in ideal components 
than adding a sample with a genotype already present (Figs. 10 and 11).

Figure 12 shows component counts for many randomly selected subsets of each size 
s from the set of 16 tall fescue samples. The variances in both component types 
decreased as s increased. (Note that there were fewer results for larger values of s, 

both because 
(

16

s

)

 , 16 choose s, is decreasing for s > 8 and because tests become 

more time consuming as s increases, requiring the “fair” strategy to attempt fewer 
tests for large s.)

Fig. 8 Large component and ideal component counts in the gene matches graph as the parameter n 
changes for the set of four tall fescue samples
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Fig. 9 Large component and ideal component counts in the gene matches graph as the parameter n 
changes for the set of 16 tall fescue samples

Fig. 10 Large components and ideal components for prefixes of varying size s from a permutation of the 
16 tall fescue samples in which samples are interleaved by genotype. Marker shapes denote the kind of 
component counted. Colors indicate the genotype of the last sample in the prefix

Fig. 11 Large components and ideal components for prefixes of varying size s from a permutation of the 16 
tall fescue samples in which samples are ordered by genotype. Marker shapes denote the kind of component 
counted. Colors indicate the genotype of the last sample in the prefix
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Distance tests

The heatmap in Fig. 13 visualizes the distance matrix obtained for the set of 16 fescue 
samples. The samples are ordered by genotype and endophyte status on both axes. Dis-
tances measured ranged from 0.0063 to 0.0092 between samples.

Figure 1 visualizes the distance matrix for the 16 tall fescue samples using PCoA, in 
which samples of the same genotype formed clusters. Generally, the distance between 
two samples of the same genotype was less than the distance between two samples of 

Fig. 12 Large component and ideal component counts for randomly selected subsets of size s. The opacity 
of each point shown for s samples is inversely proportional to the number of subsets of size s tested

Fig. 13 Heatmap showing distance between samples in the set of 16 tall fescue samples. A scale mapping 
colors to distance values is shown on the right, and each cell of the heatmap is annotated with its distance 
expressed in ten thousandths. Note that no diagonal is shown for this matrix
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different genotypes. Although three samples each from two of the genotypes either 
possessed or lacked endophyte, little or no effect of endophyte was observed in the 
PCoA plot. (No additional separation was evident in a 3-dimensional PCoA, not 
shown.)

Figure  14 is a heatmap visualizing the distance matrix for the set of 24 bluehead 
wrasse samples. The samples are ordered first by individual and then by genotype. 
Distances among the bluehead wrasse samples ranged from 0.0026 to 0.0056. For 
most samples, the closest sample was the other sample from the same individual. The 
exceptions were the individual 52 and individual 114 samples. The individual 52 fore-
brain was closest to the individual 114 gonad, and vice versa. Likewise, the individual 
52 gonad was closest to the individual 114 forebrain, and vice versa. This stark result 
suggested that our method detected sample labeling errors.

The PCoA plot in Fig.  15 also visualizes the bluehead wrasse distance matrix. 
Although most samples were much closer to the other sample from the same indi-
vidual than they were to any other sample, both individual 52 samples were closest to 
individual 114 samples, and both individual 114 samples were closest to individual 52 
samples.

In the simulation study with 16 sets of sequences, the phylogenetic tree inferred 
from the calculated genetic distance matrix was topologically identical to the ground-
truth tree in Fig. 7.

Fig. 14 Heatmap showing distance between samples in the set of 24 bluehead wrasse samples. A scale 
mapping colors to distance values is shown on the right, and each cell of the heatmap is annotated with its 
distance expressed in ten thousandths. Note that no diagonal is shown for this matrix
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Distance tests with Cnidaria

Figure 16 visualizes the distance matrix computed with Cnidaria for the set of 16 tall 
fescue samples. Distances ranged from 0.32 to 0.56. Although the range differed from 
that for the distances computed using RNA-clique (Fig. 13), the two distance matrices 

Fig. 15 PCoA plot for the distance matrix of the 24 bluehead wrasse samples. Each point represents a 
sample, and color indicates the individual to which a sample was assigned in the SRA

Fig. 16 Heatmap showing distances computed by Cnidaria for the set of 16 tall fescue samples. A scale 
mapping colors to distance values is shown on the right, and each cell of the heatmap is annotated with its 
distance expressed in hundredths
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showed a similar pattern. The distances between samples of the same genotype were 
lower than those between samples of different genotype in both matrices.

Figure 17 is a PCoA plot created from the matrix in Fig. 16. As in the PCoA plot for 
the distance matrix computed using RNA-clique (Fig. 1), the samples clustered accord-
ing to genotype, but the CTE27 and CTE46 clusters showed greater spread in the PCoA 
plot for the Cnidaria distance matrix.

The heatmap in Fig. 18 visualizes the distance matrix calculated by Cnidaria for the set 
of 24 bluehead wrasse samples. Unlike the samples in Fig. 14, those in Fig. 18 are ordered 
first by tissue and second by individual. Distances ranged from 0.32 to 0.62. Distances 

Fig. 17 PCoA plot for the distance matrix computed with Cnidaria for the 16 tall fescue samples. Color and 
shape indicate genotype, and fill indicates endophyte status

Fig. 18 Heatmap showing distances computed with Cnidaria for the set of bluehead wrasse samples. A scale 
is shown to the right, and cells are annotated with distance values expressed in hundredths
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between samples of the same tissue type were generally estimated to be smaller than 
those between samples of different tiissue type. Although the lowest distances were not 
between samples from the same individual (as they were in Fig. 14), the values on the 
diagonal of the upper-right quadrant of the matrix (the submatrix consisting of distances 
between samples of different tissue type) showed that distances between samples from 
the same individual tended to be lower than distances between other pairs of samples 
from different tissue types.

Figure 19 is a PCoA plot for the Cnidaria bluehead wrasse distance matrix. All fore-
brain/midbrain samples formed a cluster, but the gonad samples were apparently spread 
out into multiple small clusters along the second principal component axis. Neverthe-
less, the gonad samples were near each other on the first axis, and all gonad samples 
were distant from the forebrain/midbrain cluster.

The heatmap in Fig.  20 visualizes the distance matrix obtained with the combined 
RNA-clique and Cnidaria approach (using RNA-clique to select genes with orthologs 
in all samples) for the set of 24 bluehead wrasse samples. As in Fig. 18, samples were 
sorted by tissue type and individual. Samples of the same tissue type were typically less 
distant than samples of different tissue types, but the difference between tissue types 
was less extreme than that observed in Fig. 18. Moreover, for any given sample, the best 
match was often the other sample from the same individual. Figure 21 is a PCoA plot 
for the distance matrix computed for the 24 bluehead wrasse samples using the hybrid 
approach. Although clusters were denser in Fig. 19 than in Fig. 21, there nevertheless 
remained a clear separation between forebrain/midbrain and gonad samples in the latter 
plot.

Resource usage tests

Tests of the effect of sample count (s; Fig.  22) showed that, when only one parallel 
job was used, transcriptome assembly with SPAdes was the most time-consuming 
process in any of the pipelines for obtaining genetic distance matrices from RNA-seq 
data. The “Selection” process represented the selection of top n genes by k-mer cover-
age (“Assembling transcriptomes and selecting top genes” section), which was used 
in both the RNA-clique and assembled-mode Cnidaria pipelines. Times shown for 

Fig. 19 PCoA plot for the distance matrix computed with Cnidaria for the 24 bluehead wrasse samples. 
Color and shape denote tissue type
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RNA-clique and assembled-mode Cnidaria did not include the selection time. RNA-
clique was the second or third most time-consuming process, depending on s. RNA-
clique’s running time was approximately quadratic in s for the values of s tested; all 
other programs were roughly linear in s. Applying quadratic least-squares regression 
to the running times for RNA-clique produced a model ( r2 = 0.9984 ) of RNA-clique’s 
running time in seconds as a function of s, tR(s) = 3263.683s2 + 10541.403s + 8169.31 . 
Likewise, applying linear least-squares regression to the running times for Cnidaria in 

Fig. 20 Heatmap showing distances computed with Cnidaria for the set of bluehead wrasse samples, after 
using RNA-clique to filter transcripts so that only genes in ideal components are included. A scale is shown to 
the right, and cells are annotated with distance values expressed in hundredths

Fig. 21 PCoA plot for the distance matrix computed with Cnidaria for the 24 bluehead wrasse samples, after 
using RNA-clique to filter transcripts so that only genes in ideal components are included. Color denotes 
tissue type
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assembled mode produced a model ( r2 = 0.9995 ) of Cnidaria’s running time in sec-
onds as a function of s, tC(s) = 414.866s + 672.287.

Maximum RSS (memory usage) for varying values of s is shown in Fig. 23. Although 
maximum RSS values for SPAdes assembly were recorded, the values were not included 
in the plot because they were much higher (as large as 14.66 GiB) than those for the 
other programs. Both modes of Cnidaria had a maximum RSS of 3.46 GiB, inde-
pendent of the value of s. The selection process maximum RSS increased in steps due 
to differences in transcriptome size among the samples but never exceeded 135.75 
MiB. Although memory usage for RNA-clique was lower than that for Cnidaria for 
s < 16 , the maximum RSS of RNA-clique scaled roughly quadratically with s. Apply-
ing quadratic least-squares regression to the maximum RSS of RNA-clique pro-
duced a model ( r2 = 0.9999 ) of RNA-clique’s memory usage in MiB as a function of s, 
mR(s) = 477.319s2 + 1647.475s + 1480.589.

Fig. 22 Execution times for running parts of various RNA-seq to distance matrix pipelines with varying 
numbers of samples and one parallel job. “Selection” is the script that selects the top n = 50000 genes from 
each of the transcriptomes, which was executed before RNA-clique or Cnidaria in its assembled mode

Fig. 23 Maximum RSS for running parts of various pipelines with varying numbers of samples and one 
parallel job
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Figure  24 shows the execution times of the selection process, RNA-clique, and 
Cnidaria for various settings of the parameter controlling the number of top genes to 
select by k-mer coverage, n. Selection required very little time—always less than 150 s. 
The rate of change in running times in Fig.  24 decreased with n, causing the running 
times to level off.

Figure  25 shows the maximum RSS for the selection process, RNA-clique, and 
Cnidaria for varying values of n. As in the results measuring the effect of the number of 
samples s on maximum RSS, Cnidaria used no more than 3.46 GiB, regardless of param-
eter setting. The selection process maximum RSS increased slightly with n. The differ-
ence in memory usage for n = 226633 (the maximum setting of n) and for n = 1000 was 
only 9.5 MiB, a 7% increase. The maximum RSS for RNA-clique likewise increases with 
n (and is generally much higher than the memory usage for selection), but the rate of 
change in maximum RSS for RNA-clique also decreases with n.

Fig. 24 Execution times for running parts of the RNA-clique and assembled-mode Cnidaria pipelines with 
varying values for n, the number of top genes to select

Fig. 25 Maximum RSS for parts of the RNA-clique and assembled-mode Cnidaria pipelines with varying 
values for n, the number of top genes to select
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Figure 26 shows results of the tests of the effect of parallelism (number of parallel jobs) 
on running times of the selection process, Cnidaria (both raw and assembled mode), and 
RNA-clique. All steps saw much improvement in running time with additional parallel 
jobs, especially RNA-clique, for which the duration decreased by 5.49 hours, 88.3%.

For RNA-clique and Cnidaria, the maximum RSS increased very little (less than 0.3% ) 
as the number of parallel jobs increased. The memory needed by the selection process 
increased much more (around 1054% ) and increased roughly linearly with the number 
of parallel jobs. Only maximum RSS values for the selection process were included in 
Fig. 27.

Discussion
Results of the distance tests on plant, animal, and simulated testbeds suggest that the 
method proposed, RNA-clique, gives sufficiently accurate pairwise distances to distin-
guish RNA-seq samples according to genotype or individual. Moreover, results of the 

Fig. 26 Execution times for parts of various RNA-seq to distance matrix pipelines with varying numbers of 
parallel jobs

Fig. 27 Maximum RSS for selection of top 50,000 genes with varying numbers of parallel jobs
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parameter tests suggest that, for sufficiently similar individuals, enough genes were 
retained in ideal components on which to base the genetic comparisons. In the tall fes-
cue 16-sample testbed, selecting the top 50000 isotig sets by k-mer coverage gave more 
than 5000 ideal components on which to base the distance calculations, and even with 
a very narrow range of inferred distances from approximately 0.9–0.65% , samples from 
each genotype clearly clustered in a 2D PCoA plot. Likewise, for the bluehead wrasse 
24-sample testbed, the samples clustered by individual. Comparisons with an alterna-
tive method, Cnidaria, favor RNA-clique. Although Cnidaria may be more scalable than 
RNA-clique, results from RNA-clique appear more reliable.

The PCoA plot for the 16 tall fescue samples (shown in Fig.  1) shows four distant 
and non-overlapping clusters of individuals—one for each genotype—and the heatmap 
confirms that the distances between individuals of the same genotype are always rela-
tively low compared to distances between individuals of different genotypes (Figure S1). 
Nevertheless, RNA-clique detects noise in the form of small differences for each pair of 
individuals with the same genotype. Although plants with the same genotype should be 
clones, there are no two individuals for which the similarity is computed to be exactly 1. 
Of course, it is possible some detected differences between clones reflect actual muta-
tions, but differences may also stem from various sources of error. One class of error that 
could affect the accuracy of the distances are sequencing errors. To understand the effect 
of a sequencing error on the calculated distance, suppose we have a pair of transcripts,t1 
and t2 , in one of the filtered gene matches tables, and, due to a sequencing error, t1 has 
an erroneous base b′ where it should have b in the aligned region. Also, let c represent 
the corresponding base in t2 . (We assume there is no sequencing error at that position 
in t2 .) If b = c , then the erroneous base will appear as a spurious mismatch (a “false posi-
tive” difference). If instead b  = c and b′ = c , the erroneous base will appear as a spurious 
identity (a “false negative” difference). Finally, if b  = c and b′ �= c , the erroneous base has 
no effect for that pair of transcripts—RNA-clique correctly counts it as a mismatch (a 
“true positive” difference).

Since the tall fescue samples are not haploid, homeologous transcripts may be a source 
of false differences. Specifically, if a genotype is heterozygous for some gene, but dif-
ferent alleles are captured in the transcriptomes of different clones, there is a risk that 
a transcript in one clone may erroneously be compared with a transcript that is not its 
true closest match in another clone. This kind of error would inflate the computed dis-
tances. Furthermore, even if all alleles are captured in the RNA-seq reads for all clones, 
there is a risk that the assembler may assemble reads belonging to different homeologs 
into a single isotig. If this happens inconsistently across different samples, the assembled 
transcripts for one clone may differ from those of another, and these differences could 
contribute to the computed distance between the clones. Such an assembly error could 
result in either overestimation or underestimation of distances.

The extent to which each of these factors contributes to the differences observed 
between samples of the same genotype may be explored in future research, and 
future refinements to RNA-clique may incorporate strategies for mitigating some fac-
tors. For example, sequencing and assembly errors may be detectable by consulting 
the original reads. Sequencing errors may appear as low-quality bases, and assem-
bly errors could be detected by determining whether a detected difference between 
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isotigs can be accounted for by an alternative assembly for one or both of the isotigs. 
In either case, differences identified as potentially spurious may be excluded from 
the distance calculation. Such refinements may be especially useful for very small or 
especially complex datasets. Although certain factors may lead to overestimation of 
distance in some circumstances, the results indicate that RNA-clique is effective at 
unambiguously grouping samples by genotype. The results of the tests with the set 
of 16 tall fescue samples also show that analyzing multiple samples per genotype is 
especially helpful for genotyping despite non-zero distances among clones since such 
distances are smaller than those between samples with different genotypes.

The results for the distance tests with the set of 24 bluehead wrasse samples show 
that RNA-clique can determine pairs of samples that belong to the same individual 
for at least 10 of the 12 individuals (20 of 24 samples). The method ostensibly gives 
some incorrect distances for individuals 52 and 114, but since RNA-clique identifies 
two pairs of closely related samples, both with one sample from each of the two indi-
viduals, we believe the error is likely caused by incorrect labeling of the samples. The 
labels for two samples of the same tissue type from individuals 52 and 114 may have 
been swapped in the SRA. That the swap is also evident in the results from Cnidaria 
(the upper-right quadrants of Figs. 18 and 20) suggest that the apparent mismatch is 
not a problem with RNA-clique. Furthermore, the results suggest that RNA-clique 
is a useful tool for verifying that RNA samples are correctly attributed to source 
individuals.

A comparison between the results obtained from RNA-clique and those obtained 
from Cnidaria shows that RNA-clique is as reliable or more reliable than Cnidaria, 
depending on the dataset. Results obtained by the two methods for the set of 16 tall 
fescue samples are very similar (though the scales of the distances are different). Nev-
ertheless, the CTE27 and CTE46 clusters in the PCoA plot of the Cnidaria results 
(Fig.  17) are less dense than those in the corresponding plot of the RNA-clique 
results. Since we expect that samples of the same genotype should be identical, and, 
thus, should have no distance, this difference in the two plots may indicate that RNA-
clique gives more accurate distances for these genotypes than does Cnidaria. In con-
trast, results obtained with the two methods for the set of 24 bluehead wrasse samples 
are markedly different. Almost all samples in the PCoA plot for RNA-clique (Fig. 15) 
form two-sample clusters according to individual as expected, but for Cnidaria, sam-
ples instead cluster according to tissue type (Fig. 19).

The Cnidaria method fails to identify the same genotypes in the bluehead wrasse data-
set but succeeds with the tall fescue dataset. We considered as a possibility that the dif-
ferent tissues  in the fish expressed sufficiently different sets of genes that most k-mers 
were specific to one or the other tissue. However, applying our ideal components strat-
egy, which is meant to filter for true orthologs, does not qualitatively change the out-
come. Another possibility is that, despite filtering for orthologs, the mRNA structures 
are sufficiently different due to, for example, alternative splicing [15, 16]. An alternatively 
spliced intron would lead to a number of unique k-mers comparable to the k-mer length, 
and those may dominate the distance calculation. In contrast, the distance used in RNA-
clique is designed to avoid any effect of such differences in mRNA structure, and, per-
haps for this reason, succeeds with the fish RNA-seq testbed.
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Tests assessing the effect of parameter n, the number of top genes selected at the 
beginning of our method, on the number of ideal components in the gene matches graph 
reveal that there are diminishing returns for selecting more genes past a certain point 
(for the set of four tall fescue samples, we judge around n = 20000 ). For the set of 16 tall 
fescue samples, the difference between the count of ideal components at n = 50000 and 
at the maximum value for n, n = 226633 , was only 216 ; the increase in ideal components 
was only approximately 3.5% . Therefore, for that study we judge 50000 genes to be ade-
quate for the analysis, and this represents much savings in time compared to exhaustive 
analysis.

Still, it is apparent that the extent to which we benefit (in terms of ideal component 
count) from selecting more genes depends on the number and kinds of samples we have, 
among other factors. The ideal component count increases little past n = 50000 for the 
set of 16 tall fescue samples, but there is still much that can be gained from selecting 
more than 50000 genes in the set of four tall fescue samples. Future work may focus on 
modeling relationships between the ideal component count and the parameters n and 
s. Such a model might be useful for selecting appropriate values of n for new data if we 
can extrapolate predicted ideal component counts for large values of n from counts for 
smaller values of n for which the gene matches graph is faster to build.

Tests assessing the effect of the parameter s on the component counts show that 
although we obtain fewer ideal components on average as we increase s for a given value 
of n, we typically lose fewer components with each successive sample. Of course, some 
individuals in the set of 16 tall fescue samples are expected to be much more closely 
related than others, and the genotype-interleaved tests suggest that the similarity of a 
newly added sample to those previously considered can affect the decrease in ideal com-
ponents. As we might expect, sufficiently dissimilar samples can cause the component 
count to drop to zero; we observed this with simulated data when we used a mutation 
rate of 0.1 (data not shown) instead of the rate of 0.01 we used for the tests described 
here. For very distantly related pairs of samples, there may be no BLAST hits at all; if 
such a pair is present among the set of samples, the gene matches graph will have no 
ideal components. For other sets of samples, there may be BLAST hits for every pair, 
but there may still be insufficient hits to form an ideal component. The effect of the sam-
ples’ similarity on the number of ideal components we obtain is a possible topic of future 
research that could be explored with additional simulated data. Specifically, observ-
ing how the number of ideal components we obtain varies as we change mutation rate 
may provide some insight into the relationship between similarity and ideal component 
count.

Results from the resource usage tests show that Cnidaria scales better than RNA-clique 
in terms of memory and time requirements, but RNA-clique’s resource usage is never-
theless sufficiently small to make it a practical method for handling moderately large sets 
of samples. Extrapolation with the regression models of running time and memory usage 
for RNA-clique ( tR and mR , respectively; “Resource usage tests” section) predicts that the 
computer used for the resource usage tests should be able to run RNA-clique with sets 
containing as many as 94 samples ( mR(94) ≤ 117× 210 < mR(95) ), which would take 
9.21 days with a single parallel job, or 25.85 hours with 16 parallel jobs. Provided enough 
memory, RNA-clique should be able to handle in one week sets of up to 82 samples with 
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one parallel job ( tR(82) ≤ 602 × 24 × 7 < tR(83) ) or up to 239 samples with 16 paral-
lel jobs ( (1− 0.883)× tR(239) ≤ 602 × 24 × 7 < (1− 0.883)× tR(240) ). To run RNA-
clique with 82 samples would require 87.88 GiB, and to run RNA-clique with 239 samples 
would require 741.862 GiB. In contrast, Cnidaria should be able to handle very large sets 
of samples. The model for Cnidaria’s time usage ( tC ; “Resource usage tests” section) sug-
gests that Cnidaria should be able to handle in one week sets of up to 8747 samples with 
one parallel job ( tC(8747) ≤ 602 × 24 × 7 < tC(8748) ) or up to 15884 samples with 16 
parallel jobs ( (1− 0.449)× tC(15884) ≤ 602 × 24 × 7 < (1− 0.449)× tC(15885)).

Since RNA-clique appears to give more accurate results than Cnidaria, we believe 
RNA-clique should be the preferred method despite the latter method’s superior scal-
ability. Still, the sources of error in Cnidaria’s distance matrix for the bluehead wrasse 
data are not fully known. Future work could focus on identifying these sources of error 
with the goal of improving the method or determining on which datasets Cnidaria can 
be used reliably.

Future work

In addition to the possible future directions mentioned above, we would also like to 
further test our method using more synthetic data designed to simulate a wider range 
of scenarios. Since many commonly studied organisms are diploid or polyploid, we are 
especially interested in simulating hybridization of closely related taxa to investigate the 
effect that the presence of homeologs has on the accuracy of the calculated distances 
and correct matching of orthologs.

Although we think using simulated data would allow us to study more precisely how 
the number of samples s and samples’ relatedness affect ideal component count, we 
also plan to test this approach on data for larger—and perhaps more diverse—sets of 
organisms. Such tests may better inform us of the practical limitations of the method 
proposed.

Finally, we would like to explore the mathematical properties of the distances we com-
pute and possibly refine our method based on our findings. Although we often describe 
the quantities we compute for each pair of samples as “distances”, we have not proven 
that our distance, as a function of a pair of transcriptomes, satisfies all properties one 
expects to hold for a distance metric. In particular, we believe the distance we compute 
may not necessarily be symmetric; i.e., computing the distance between sample A and 
sample B may not give the same result as computing the distance between sample B and 
sample A. We also have not proved that the triangle inequality holds; we do not know 
that the sum of distances from A to B and B to C are never less than the distance from 
A to C. We have yet to observe a counterexample for either property, but we have so 
far only tested RNA-clique on “realistic” data that may not be likely to explore cases in 
which these properties would be violated.

Conclusion
Despite the aggressive filtering applied throughout the proposed method and the 
inherent limitations of considering only transcribed sequences, we find the approach 
described in this paper satisfactorily measures differences among closely related 
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individuals in tests with both real and simulated data. Although the amount of data 
remaining after filtering depends on the number of samples used and the relatedness of 
those samples, the filtering process retains enough data to get useful pairwise distances 
for the testbed examples, provided that we set the parameter n sufficiently high.

The method has been tested on a hexaploid grass, a vertebrate animal, and simu-
lated data with satisfactory results that suggest RNA-clique may be equipped to handle 
other organisms of practical interest that possess similarly complex genomes, includ-
ing humans and many other animals. The method is not without some limitations. 
Applying RNA-clique to simulated data generated using a high mutation rate (data not 
shown) revealed that samples may be too distantly related to compare with this method. 
Likewise, there may be some datasets where samples are too closely related to distin-
guish above the noise. Comparisons for time and memory usage for RNA-clique versus 
Cnidaria suggests that the latter may sometimes be preferable for very large sets of sam-
ples with the caveat that Cnidaria may not produce as accurate results depending on the 
nature of the sample sets. Therefore, if the data set is too large for RNA-clique, it may be 
a useful strategy to check results of Cnidaria against results of RNA-clique on a subset of 
samples.

Although further work is required to determine how distantly or closely related the 
samples may be in order for RNA-clique to be practical, we nevertheless think that the 
results of our tests indicate the method proposed here is useful for generating pairwise 
distance matrices based on multiple RNA-seq datasets for a wide range of organisms 
and experiments.
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